1- In how many languages ……………. now?
1) is the film being produced

2) will the film produced

3) may be the film produced

4) was the film produced

2- Persian ……….. all over Iran.
1) understood

2) understand

\3) is understood

4) had understood

3- If you didn’t help, the job ………… at all.
1) wasn’t done

2) wouldn’t be done

3) wouldn’t do

4) wasn’t being done

4- The church ………… before the war began.
1) had be damaged

2) had damaged

3) had been damaged

4) had being damaged

5- ………… before the accident occurred?
1) Will the car be insured

2) Was the car been insured

3) Had the car been insured

4) Should the car have been insured

6- His voice ……………. when the equipment broke down.
1) was recorded

2) is being recorded

3) was being recorded

4) recorded

7- At that time people …………. to save money.
1) were being encouraged

2) have been encouraged

3) have been encouraging

4) has been encouraged

8- These books ………. by the class last year.
1) are read

2) were reading

3) have read

4) were read

9- He ………… from driving so carelessly.
1) must discourage

2) is going discouraged

3) should be discouraged

4) was been discouraged

10- Badminton ……….. with a racquet.
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1) is played

2) is being played

3) has been played

4) had been played

11- By two o’clock yesterday, they ………. about the accident.
1) have been informed

2) are informal

3) had been informal

4) were being informed

12- Cigarettes …………. in packets of twenty.
1) are generally sold

2) were generally being sold

3) are generally being sold

4) had generally sold

13- The house was robbed because neither of them ……… to look after it.
1) have been instructed

2) has been instructed

3) had been instructed

4) had to be instructed

14- Everyone knows he ………… in the end.
1) will been helped

2) will helping

3) will have been help

4) will be helped

15- Some newspapers ………… by millions of people now.
1) are read

2) were read

3) are reading

4) have read

16- Parents complain that there aren’t enough good programs on T.V. which
……….. for children every day.
1) will be shown

2) are showing

3) are shown

4) have been shown

17- Books ………. before being printed and put to the public.
1) are edited

2) had edited

3) have edited

4) was edited

18- We were kept at the police station for two hours and then ………. .
1) we allowed do go

2) we allowed to be gone

3) we were allowed to be gone

4) we were allowed to go

19- The picture ………. by a small child and this surprised them greatly.
1) has drawn

2) had drawn

3) was drawn

4) drew

20- We were driving along quite fast but we ………. by lots of other cars.
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1) were overtaken

2) could overtake

3) were overtaking

4) would overtake

